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Abstract

A reaction of Xe+ ion with acetone and subsequent transformations of the product ions at
a buffer gas pressure (He) of 1.1 Torr were studied by the flow reactor technique mass
spectrometry. A kinetic scheme describing the evolution of Ihe ionic composition has been
determined. The rate constants of the key reactions involved in the scheme have been
evaluated. A channel of the production of acetone cation in A state in a charge transfer
reaction was observed. A production of slowly reacting isomer of the acetone cation in
secondary reactions was detected. Its product in the reaction with acetone is the
"nonprotonated dimer".

Introduction

A reaction of Xe^ with acetone is interesting due to a very small difference in energy of
the excited long living A state of the acetone cation and the 2P.v: slate of Xe\ The
corresponding state to state charge transfer is exothermic only by 0.23 eV. The charge transfer
channel in which the acetone cation is produced in the ground state is exoergic by 2.47eV and
the internal excitation of the molecular cation is larger than the threshold of its dissociation
(equal to 1.7 eV) in which CH3CO* and CH3 are produced.

Photoionization, photoelectron spectroscopy, photoelectron - photo ion coincidence
(PEPICO) '"* and collisional induced decay studies indicate on an important role of the
production of the A state of acetone cation for subsequent fragmentation process. A detailed
review on the subject is given in works 7".

The main goal of the present work was to check if die acetone cations are produced in the
charge transfer and if the reactivity of the product ions differs from that measured by other
authors when the ion is produced in different ways.

Subsequent chemical transformations of the other product (CH3CO' ion) are of interest. A
production of clusters of this ion witli two (or more) molecules of acetone ligand may
compete with the rearrangement processes resulting in the production of the protonated dimer
of acetone and stable molecules CsHjO; (probably 2,4 pentanedione or other isomers). The
rearrangement processes in ion clusters are not well studied up to date.

Experimental

The experiments were earned out using the flow technique reactor apparatus described
elsewhere ''"'. Primary Xe* ions were produced in the ionizer by an electron impact. The
neutral adduct (acetone) was admixed to the flow via a capillary downstream. The
concentration of acetone was a varied kinetic parameter. The length of the reaction region I.
was defined by the distance between the edge of the capillary and the orifice in ihe first
sampling cone. The calculated value of the effective lime of reaction was equal 10
0.866 10° s.
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Results

Fig. 1 presents the dependences of relative currents of the most intensive ions versus the
product [A]t where [A] is the concentration of acetone. The kinetics of the production of
ternary ions - [CH3CO+CH3COCH3] (m/e=101), CH3COCH3H' (m/e=59) as well as the
production of ions of the fourth generation - [CHiCO*(CH3COCH3)2] (m/e=159) and
(CHjCOCH.0;HT was observed, it follows from Fig. I that the main product of ihe reaction of
Xe* with acetone is CH3CO* ion (m/e=43) while the other channel (production of the
molecular ion of acetone (m/e=58)) is less intensive.
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Fig. 1. Kinetic dependences of the relative Fig. 2. Kinetic dependences of the relative
currents far the most abundant ions. The currents for some small constituents in the
solid line corresponds to the fit for a ionic composition,
decay of the primary ion.
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Fig. 3. The scheme of main pathways of the ionic transformations.

Kinetic dependences of some small constituents are presented in Fig. 2. The ions with m/e
= l iö are ascribed to the nonprotonated dimers of acetone (ion-radical), ions with m/e =118 to
the protonated dimers of acelone with one IJC atom, ions with m/e =119 to the clusters of the
mixed composition [ C H J C O * C H J C O C H 3 H2O] formed dvie to the presence of water traces in
the buffer gas.

The scheme of the main pathways of ionic transformations is shown in Fig. 3. The values
of rate constants were determined fron: the fitting procedure. Expressions for ion currents
were obtained from the solutions of differential equations of chemical kinetics for ionic
concentrations in accordance with the given above scheme. The expressions were taken as
fitting functions for the experimental dependences of ion currents. The rate constants were
optimized parameters. In each procedure not more than two rate constants were determined.
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While fitting the dependences for the tertiary ions and the ions of the fourth generation the
values of the rate constants determined in the previous fitting sessions for the primary and
secondary ions were used. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table].
Effective binary rate coefficients at 1.1 Torr pressure of He for some processes

1

la)

lb)

2

2 a)

2 b)

3

3 a)

3 b)

4

5

6

reaction

Xe*+Ac

CHjCO'+Ac

(+He)

CH,CO+Ac + Ac

(+He)

CH3CO'(Ac)2+Ac

CjH«O++Ac

AcH* + Ac + (He)

-> products

•» CJHIO + + Xe

•>CH3C<y+Xe

products

AcK* + CH2CO

CH3CO*Ac

products

H*(Ac)2 + products

CHjCO+(Ac)2

products

products

(Ac)2H
+ + (He)

rate constant,

10* cm3 s"1

1.88±0.06

0.04S±0.002

1.81±0.07

0.84 ±0.05

0.29±0.Ü3

0.45 ±0.05

0.49±0.04

0.22±0.08

0.26±0.4

0.25±0.8

0.54±0.03

0.88±0.1

Discussion

The main channel of Xe+ + ( C H J ) J C O reaction is the production of CH3CO4 ions. Only
2.5% of CäfM)' ions are formed in a parallel channel. The secondary C3II4O' ions cannot be
unambiguously attributed to the A state of the acetone cation. The determined rale constant of
the reaction of the charge transfer product ion with acetone does not differ much from
measurements of other authors. In some of those measurements CjH<,O* ion was formed by
electrons and photons whose energy was lower than the threshold of the production of the
cation in the A state.

For the other secondary ion (CH3CO') a competition of slightly endoergic proton transfer
(38±4%) with the association <62±4% at 1.1 Torr of He) takes place.

A reaction of the ternary CTi3CO*(CH;):CO ion also has the association channel. Another
channel is a production of the protonated dimer of acetone ((CH^iCObH • Hie channel is
exoergic about 15 kcal/mole (the estimation is based on the difference in the binding energies
of the clusters (31 kcal/mole for ((CH-^CO^rf and 12.5 kcal-mole for CH3CO (CH.^CO)
and a difference in the proton affinities of ketenc and acetone taken equal to 3.2 kcal/mole). A
competition of an exoergic particle traasfer process with an association channel is not typical
for ion/molecule reactions.

There is another thermochemically allowed channel of the reaction of CII.1CO (CHO.'CO
ion in which protonaled acetone and a stable molecule CJHKO? are produced. E.g. for the
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CH.1-CO-CH2-CO-CH) product molecule (which requires minimal rearrangement of
particles) the reaction is exoergic about 12-13 kcal/mole. A detailed analysis of the kinetic
dependence of the ion current of protonated acetone shows that the contribution of the
channel is not significant (otherwise the kinetics of the ion of the fourth generation should be
imposed on the kinetics of the tertiary ion).'

The cluster CHJCO*((CH3)JCO)2 may be considered as a "metastable" ionic particle i.e. its
spontaneous reactive decay (whose ionic product is protonated acetone) is exoergic by several
kcal/mole. (ft follows from the assumption that the clusterization energy for
CH3CO*+{CHi)2CO process more than for CHjCCTfCH^CO + (CHj)jCO one.) A careful
analysis of the kinetic dependences shows that the time of the "reactive decay" is at least
longer than 10 ms.

The rate constant of the reaction of the CH.iCO+((CHj)2COk ion with acetone is about
0.25 10"* cm3 s1. The channels of the production of CHsCO^CHj^CCty and H*((CH3):CO)3
ions are not significant (the intensities of the corresponding ion currents are too low to explain
the loss of the ion in the reaction). Thus the main ionic product of the reaction is the
protonated dimer of acetone i.e. same ionic product of the rearrangement channel of the
reaction of tiie precursor Cr^CCT(CrfchCO ion cluster with acetone.

Why does a collision of the CH3CO+((CH3):CO)2 ion with acetone induce the production
of the protonated dimer of acetone? As a possible explanation the production of CSHJOJ
neutral may be suggested. It is not clear why does this product is not produced efficiently in
the reaction of a smaller ion cluster. The effect may be attributed to also to a higher
exothermicity in the case of the larger cluster.

At [A]t > 3 10 ' cm"3 s an additional source of a production of C3H«O+ ions becomes
efficient (see Ftg.2). It is not possible to identify the process resulting in the production of
these ions. The dependence does not show a decrease in the range. It may indicate that the
ions practically have a low rate of the reaction wilh acetone.

Thermochemical calculations show that the production of protonated acetone from acetone
cation is exoergic by 4.5 kcal/mole while the formation of the product from its isomer (enolic
acelone cation whose energy level is by 14 kcal/mole lower) is endoergic. The only pathway
for the loss of the isomeric ion in reaction with acelone is the association reaction producing
nonprotonated dimer. The ion with m/e=l 16 was observed in our experiment see (Figure 2).
The Joss of the dimer in the reaction with acetone takes place in an exoergic reaction in which
the protonated dimer of acelone is produced.
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